Intelligent
Business
Automation
Precise. Prompt. Productive.
Software-driven Digital Transformation
with Persistent Systems.

Deliver breakthrough
performance and a superior
customer experience
with Intelligent Business
Automation (IBA) from
Persistent Systems.
Unlock new revenue streams, improve
agility and achieve a sustainable
competitive advantage.
For years, organizations have relied on process
overhaul projects and large IT investments to
streamline operations and improve efficiency
and effectiveness.
Massive IT investments and process re-engineering
exercises can deliver significant results – but
they also disrupt operations, distract from the
customer’s needs, and can take many months
and millions to complete in the process.
Forward-thinking businesses today have an
alternative that drives breakthrough performance
without the disruption and resource commitments:
Intelligent Business Automation.
Intelligent Business Automation (IBA) from
Persistent Systems leverages advancements
in software, automation, AI, machine learning,
analytics and process improvement to deliver:
• QUICK WINS THAT DELIVER MEASURABLE
RESULTS RAPIDLY
• IMPROVED PROCESS AND CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE METRICS
• REDUCED CYCLE TIME
• IMPROVED EMPLOYEE EFFICIENCY AND
ENGAGEMENT
• ENHANCED COMPLIANCE AND REDUCED
INSTITUTIONAL RISK

IBA BUILDING
BLOCKS
MAPPING OUR
CAPABILITIES

Universal application. Focused
approach. Measurable results.
From healthcare to financial services, manufacturing plants to legal
departments, IBA has almost universal application, with the potential
to save millions in streamlined operations, reduced costs, improved
compliance and lower risk of resource-consuming audits.

How it works: Business Automation and Greenhouse
Methodology
Persistent Systems applies our proprietary Greenhouse Methodology
to successfully design, develop and deploy powerful IBA projects for
organizations of all types in a timely and cost-effective basis.
Organizations that have leveraged Appian for
process automation and RPA through Blue Prism
have achieved the following real-world results:

37%

REDUCTION IN RESOURCE NEEDS
IN CORPORATE FUNCTIONS LIKE
FINANCE, HR AND ACCOUNTS

40%
INCREASE IN GENERAL
PRODUCTIVITY

44%
PRODUCTIVITY GAINS
IN BILLING, CREDIT &
COLLECTION PROCESSES

34%
INCREASE IN THE

SPEED AND ACCURACY OF
INVOICING PROCESSES

Greenhouse provides a proven environment that allows our people,
partners and projects to flourish, delivering lasting results and new
paths to profit for our customers.
For example, Persistent Systems partners with Appian and Blue Prism,
the frontrunner in robotic process automation (RPA), to design and
deploy enterprise-grade process automation experiences at speed
without disrupting your current IT investments.

PERSISTENT’S DIGITAL GREENHOUSE METHODOLOGY

Take your first step on the path towards
Intelligent Business Automation.
The vision and results of IBA are compelling, but the scope can leave organizations
wondering where to begin, given the digital transformation initiatives that are
already baked into the organization’s IT roadmap.
IBA offers the ideal alternative to the current model by offering:

Why Partner with
Persistent Systems?
Persistent Systems builds software that drives
the business of our customers. Our customers
are software product companies and
enterprises across industries with technology
at the core of their digital transformation. We
focus on the “how” of digital transformation to
build and design data-driven applications for
software-driven businesses.

• TRUE INTEGRATION OF PEOPLE, DIGITAL WORKFORCE, DATA AND DEVICES
• SIMPLE, FAST DEPLOYMENTS

Persistent Systems offers:

• IMMEDIATE POSITIVE IMPACT

INNOVATION

• RAPID ROI

Thousands of engineers
focused on innovation

• EASY SCALABILITY TO OTHER PROCESSES
• NO IMPACT ON IT ECOSYSTEM

SCALE

• NO NEED FOR ONGOING IT MAINTENANCE

More than 9,000
employees worldwide

In the matter of just a few days, intelligent automation comes alongside your
employees, unburdening them of their most mundane, repetitive tasks. Your
employees become more efficient, more engaged and more valuable because
they’re able to spend their time on opportunities and customers that make your
organization faster, more effective and more profitable.

STABILITY
27+ years in business,
$429+ million in revenue

STRENGTH
14 of top 20 technology companies
are Persistent customers

While improving the organization’s operational efficiency, IBA will also lead to
improved customer experience resulting in higher customer satisfaction and
creating a competitive advantage.
With the winds of success at your back, you’re in a better position to take the next
step in your IBA journey, tapping into the power of RPA, AI, machine learning, and the
latest process automation tactics and techniques offered by the Appian platform.

C O N TA C T U S T O D AY T O F I N D O U T M O R E :

persistent.com

IBA@persistent.com

(415) 233-3644
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